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Abstract  29 

Increasing the colonization rate of metapopulations can improve persistence, but can also 30 

increase exposure to threats. To make good decisions, managers must understand if increased 31 

colonization is beneficial or detrimental to metapopulation persistence. While a number of 32 

studies have examined interactions between metapopulations, colonization and threats, they 33 

have assumed that threat dynamics respond linearly to changes in colonization. Here, we 34 

determined when to increase colonization while explicitly accounting for non-linear 35 

dependencies between a metapopulation and threats. We developed patch occupancy 36 

metapopulation models for species susceptible to abiotic, generalist and specialist threats and 37 

modeled the total derivative of the equilibrium proportion of patches occupied by each 38 

metapopulation with respect to the colonization rate. By using the total derivative, we 39 

developed a rule for determining when to increase metapopulation colonization. This rule 40 

was applied to a simulated metapopulation where the dynamics of each threat responded to 41 

increased colonization following a power relationship. Before modifying colonization, we 42 

show that managers must understand; 1) if a metapopulation is susceptible to a threat; 2) the 43 

type of threat acting on a metapopulation; 3) which component of threat dynamics might 44 

depend on colonization, and; 4) the likely response of a threat-dependent variable to changes 45 

in colonization. The sensitivity of management decisions to these interactions increases 46 

uncertainty in conservation planning decisions.  47 

Keywords: colonization, metapopulation, predator-prey, host-pathogen, epidemiology, 48 

abiotic threats  49 
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1.0 Introduction 50 

Modifying landscape connectivity has long been considered an effective conservation 51 

strategy for species occupying metapopulations. Metapopulations, which consist of distinct 52 

populations subject to extinction and connected by colonization (Levins, 1969), occur 53 

naturally, but are also becoming increasingly prevalent due to habitat loss and fragmentation 54 

(Hanski and Gilpin, 1997). To improve metapopulation persistence, restoration strategies 55 

often focus on enhancing colonization by developing habitat corridors or ‘stepping stone’ 56 

patches between populations (Beier and Noss, 1998; Dennis et al., 2013; Simberloff et al., 57 

1992; Townsend and Levey, 2005). Implementing such measures can be beneficial to 58 

metapopulation persistence by increasing movement of individuals to new habitats and 59 

lowering the re-colonization time of vacant patches. These changes can in turn, increase 60 

equilibrium density, reduce local extinction rates, increase genetic variation and increase 61 

rescue effects (Brown and Kodric-Brown, 1977; Fahrig and Merriam, 1985; Hanski and 62 

Simberloff, 1997; Wade and McCauley, 1988). 63 

The potential negative effect that increased colonization might have on metapopulation 64 

persistence has received less attention in the conservation literature (Resasco et al., 2014). 65 

Metapopulations may be subject to abiotic or biotic threats which may adversely impact on 66 

species’ extinction and colonization rates. Abiotic threats include landscape level processes 67 

such as fire, flood and drought (Elkin and Possingham, 2008; Harrison, 1991; Vuilleumier et 68 

al., 2007; Wilcox et al., 2006), while biotic threats include disease, pathogens and predators 69 

(Davis et al., 2007; Gog et al., 2002; Hess, 1996; Kareiva, 1987; McCallum and Dobson, 70 

2002; Ruokolainen et al., 2011). Biotic threats can be either specialists or generalists 71 

depending on the degree to which they rely on a specific prey type or host. Generalist threats 72 

can be relatively benign in some hosts but cause serious declines in others (McCallum, 2005), 73 

whereas specialist threats rely on a single prey type or host to survive. Both abiotic and biotic 74 

threats have caused the decline of many threatened species around the globe. 75 

There is theoretical and empirical evidence to suggest that changes in colonization can 76 

influence the spread, abundance and exposure of threats to metapopulations (Atobe et al., 77 

2014; Elkin and Possingham, 2008; Lopez et al., 2005; Resasco et al., 2014; Vuilleumier et 78 

al., 2007). For example, in marine systems such as coral reefs, both the movement of 79 

organisms and abiotic disturbances depend on ocean currents (Fausch et al., 2002; 80 

McClanahan et al., 2005; Pringle, 2001). In terrestrial systems, the incidence of landscape 81 
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processes such as fire is often landscape dependent (Holling, 1992). In the epidemiology 82 

literature, it is well known that increased colonization can facilitate exposure of a 83 

metapopulation to a pathogen or disease, thereby reducing metapopulation persistence 84 

(Andreasen and Christiansen, 1989; Lopez et al., 2005; Post et al., 1983; Sattenspiel and 85 

Castillochavez, 1990). In a similar manner, exposure to predators can increase when 86 

metapopulation colonization is increased. This could be due to either increased movement of 87 

prey to patches occupied by the predator or an increased ability of the predator to invade 88 

previously uninvaded patches (Holyoak and Lawler, 1996; Ruokolainen et al., 2011). 89 

A plethora of studies have examined the effect of habitat loss and fragmentation on predator-90 

prey and host-pathogen metapopulations (Bascompte and Sole, 1998; Nakagiri et al., 2001; 91 

Nee et al., 1997; Prakash and de Roos, 2002; Rushton et al., 2000; Schneider, 2001; Swinton 92 

et al., 1998); however, relatively little attention has been given to the potential negative 93 

effects of increased colonization in the context of conservation management. Some studies 94 

have used susceptible-infected (SI) and susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) models to 95 

determine when it is beneficial or detrimental to increase colonization as a landscape 96 

restoration strategy (Gog et al., 2002; Harding et al., 2012; Hess, 1996; McCallum and 97 

Dobson, 2002; Park, 2012). This work has focused on optimizing colonization for 98 

metapopulations subject to a specialist pathogen (Hess, 1996) with a constant input of 99 

infectious propagules from more abundant hosts outside the system (Gog et al., 2002), and 100 

for a generalist pathogen with a second reservoir host (McCallum and Dobson, 2002) with 101 

spill-over from a secondary host (Harding et al., 2012). The results of these studies are 102 

contradictory; whether to increase (McCallum and Dobson, 2002) or decrease (Hess, 1996; 103 

Park, 2012) metapopulation colonization depends on the type of threat (specialist or 104 

generalist) and assumptions made regarding the dynamics of the network. 105 

While these studies provide useful insight into the interaction between threats and 106 

colonization on metapopulation persistence (Gog et al., 2002; Harding et al., 2012; Hess, 107 

1996; McCallum and Dobson, 2002; Park, 2012), they are specific to host-pathogen systems 108 

and are not generally applicable to other types of threat that may act on metapopulations, 109 

such as predators, or abiotic processes (i.e. fire, floods or drought). By modeling host-110 

pathogen systems, these studies rightly assume threats respond at the same rate, or in constant 111 

proportion (McCallum and Dobson, 2002) to changes in metapopulation colonization. While 112 

we expect colonization of a specialist disease or pathogen to always equal colonization of a 113 

host, the response of specialist predators, generalist threats or abiotic threats to changes in 114 
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colonization may not always be directly proportional. Rather, colonization of threats that 115 

disperse independently to that of their prey/hosts may respond non-linearly to changes in 116 

metapopulation colonization. Moreover, the effect of abiotic processes such as fire on the 117 

extinction rate of populations may not change in constant proportion to changes in 118 

colonization. The importance of non-linear interactions among components of ecological 119 

systems is well-recognised (Didham et al., 2007); however, the effect of such interactions 120 

among threats, metapopulations and colonization is yet to be explicitly considered in 121 

landscape connectivity studies.  122 

This study determines when it is desirable to increase metapopulation colonization while 123 

accounting explicitly for non-linear dependencies between a metapopulation and threat. We 124 

expand on previous modeling efforts by accounting for three types of threat; an abiotic threat, 125 

a generalist biotic threat and a specialist biotic threat. Our approach can be split into three 126 

parts. Firstly, we develop a novel method for determining the effect of increased colonization 127 

on metapopulation persistence while accounting for non-linear dependencies between a threat 128 

and metapopulation. We present this method generically for a susceptible metapopulation 129 

before developing a general rule of thumb informing when it is beneficial or detrimental to 130 

increase colonization. Secondly, we apply our rule of thumb to metapopulations susceptible 131 

to the three types of threat. To do this, we identify which parameter describing the dynamics 132 

of the threats might depend on changes in colonization. Finally, we test the sensitivity of 133 

metapopulation persistence to alternative plausible responses of the colonization-dependent 134 

threat variable. By doing this, we examine whether management decisions regarding 135 

colonization are sensitive to the nature of abiotic and biotic interactions.  136 

2.0 Materials and methods 137 

2.1 Patch occupancy metapopulation models 138 

We construct patch occupancy metapopulation models for three qualitatively different threat 139 

dynamics; an abiotic threat, a generalist threat and a specialist threat. Our models are 140 

extensions of the original metapopulation model proposed by Levins (1969). In all three 141 

cases, the proportion of patches occupied by the susceptible metapopulation h is determined 142 

by the extinction rate of occupied patches and the colonization rate of vacant patches ch. In 143 

the absence of a threat, the extinction rate is given by eh. The extinction rate due to the threat 144 

is given by ek (Bascompte and Sole, 1998). In the abiotic case, a threat is prevalent across the 145 

entire landscape, meaning all patches are constantly exposed and there is no threat dynamics 146 
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to consider. In the generalist and specialist cases, we assume a threat occupies the same 147 

patches as the susceptible species and explicitly model the dynamics. The proportion of 148 

patches occupied by the threat p is determined by the extinction rate ep and the colonization 149 

rate cp of the threat. We assum a metapopulation is exposed to one threat at a time and not 150 

combinations of each. A summary of model parameters is provided in Table 1.  151 

2.2 Accounting for dependencies between a threat and colonization 152 

Our aim is to investigate how changes in the colonization rate of a metapopulation affects 153 

persistence (i.e. the proportion of patches occupied) while accounting for non-linear 154 

dependencies between a threat and colonization. To do this, we investigated how the stable 155 

equilibrium of the proportion of patches occupied in a metapopulation h* responds to 156 

changes in the colonization rate ch, given by the derivative dh*/dch. However, we assume that 157 

changing metapopulation colonization changes a variable associated with each threat. Here, 158 

we denote the colonization dependent threat variable using a generic variable yp, which will 159 

likely be different for each type of threat. For example, we might expect the extinction rate of 160 

a species due to an abiotic threat ek to depend on changes in the colonization rate. In this case, 161 

we would substitute ek for yp. For biotic threats, changes in the colonization rate ch of a 162 

metapopulation might also change the colonization rate of the threat cp. In these cases, we 163 

would substitute cp for yp. To capture this dependency generically, we modeled the rate at 164 

which the proportion of patches occupied by the metapopulation changes if the colonization 165 

rate is varied dh*/dch using the total derivative with the generic colonization dependent threat 166 

parameter yp, given by: 167 

 𝑑ℎ∗

𝑑𝑐ℎ
=  

𝜕ℎ∗

𝜕𝑐ℎ
+

𝜕ℎ∗

𝜕𝑦𝑝
×

𝑑𝑦𝑝

𝑑𝑐ℎ
 

(1) 

Here, the partial derivative h*/ch is the rate at which the proportion of patches occupied by 168 

the metapopulation changes if ch is varied; h*/yp is the rate at which the proportion of 169 

patches occupied by the metapopulation changes with respect to the dependent variable 170 

associated with the threat yp and; dyp/dch is the rate at which the threat variable yp changes 171 

with respect to changes in ch. By incorporating the partial derivatives, we modeled the change 172 

in the proportion of patches occupied by the metapopulation due to increased colonization 173 

while explicitly accounting for an interaction that increased colonization might have on a 174 

threat parameter yp. Note, the colonization dependent threat variable yp is not defined here 175 
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because it will likely be different for abiotic, specialist and generalist threats. We define yp for 176 

each threat in section 2.4 Defining dependent variables of abiotic and biotic threats. 177 

2.3 A rule for when to increase colonization 178 

Using this expression for how h* responds to changes in colonization (the total derivative of 179 

dh*/dch, Eq. 1), we determined when it is beneficial or detrimental to increase 180 

metapopulation colonization. If the derivative is positive then the proportion of patches 181 

occupied by the metapopulation will increase with increased colonization. If it is negative, 182 

then the proportion of patches occupied by the metapopulation will decrease with increasing 183 

colonization. Hence, dh*/dch = 0 defines the critical value that distinguishes whether we 184 

should seek to increase or decrease colonization. Thus, to determine when to increase 185 

colonization we solved the following equation for C: 186 

 𝜕ℎ ∗

𝜕𝑐ℎ
+

𝜕ℎ ∗

𝜕𝑦𝑝
 ×  𝐶 =  0 

(2) 

where C is the value of dyp/dch that determines when dh*/dch = 0. Thus, we seek to increase 187 

colonization if dyp/dch < C and decrease colonization if dyp/dch > C. In the following section, 188 

we define the dependent variable yp and find this tipping point C for an abiotic, generalist and 189 

specialist threat. We then use our rule to determine when to increase colonization for 190 

alternative dependencies between each threat and metapopulation. 191 

2.4 Defining dependent variables of abiotic and biotic threats  192 

2.4.1 Abiotic threat ek = f(ch) 193 

When the incidence of abiotic threats is landscape-dependent, the local extinction rate of 194 

occupied patches may be related to colonization (Elkin and Possingham, 2008). As an 195 

example, the Southern Emu-wren (Stipiturus malachurus intermedius) is a critically 196 

endangered Australian bird found in discrete patches of habitat forming metapopulations 197 

(Westphal et al., 2003). Local extinction of populations is due to a combination of natural 198 

mortality and fire events. One way to improve metapopulation persistence is to construct 199 

wildlife corridors to assist movement between patches (Westphal et al., 2003). However, 200 

constructing wildlife corridors increases the amount and area of vegetation in the landscape, 201 

which might increase the incidence of fire and in turn, influence the local extinction rate of 202 
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this species. Thus, in this instance one might expect a relationship between changes in 203 

colonization rate of metapopulations ch and local extinction of populations ek due to fire.  204 

Therefore, in the case of abiotic threats, the extinction rate due to the threat ek, becomes the 205 

colonization-dependent variable yp described in Eq. 1. To investigate how this will inform 206 

management we need to find the partial derivatives in Eq. 2. To do this, we modeled the 207 

change in the proportion of patches occupied by a metapopulation susceptible to an abiotic 208 

threat according to (Levins, 1969):  209 

 𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐ℎℎ(1 − ℎ) − 𝑒ℎℎ − 𝑒𝑘ℎ 

(3) 

A description of model parameters is shown in Table 1 The first term in Eq. 3 represents the 210 

rate at which h increases due to the colonization of vacant patches. The extinction rate of 211 

local populations is then decomposed into two components; the extinction rate independent of 212 

both the threat and colonization eh, and the extinction rate due to the threat ek. Below we find 213 

the total derivative of dh*/dch so that ek depends on ch. 214 

Two equilibrium points exist for this system, found by solving dh/dt = 0. The equilibrium 215 

proportion of patches occupied by the metapopulation h* is positive and stable if (ch-eh-ek)>0, 216 

given by: 217 

 
ℎ∗ = 1 −

(𝑒ℎ + 𝑒𝑘)

𝑐ℎ
 

 

(4) 

Otherwise the stable state is zero. Given this value of h* the required partial derivatives with 218 

respect to colonization ch are: 219 

 𝜕ℎ∗

𝜕𝑐ℎ
=

𝑒ℎ + 𝑒𝑘

𝑐ℎ
2

 

 

(5) 

 𝜕ℎ∗

𝜕𝑒𝑘
=

−1

𝑐ℎ
 

 

(6) 

To determine if we should seek to increase or decrease colonization, we substitute the partial 220 

derivatives h*/ch, (Eq. 5) and h*/ek (Eq. 6) into Eq. 2 and solve for C: 221 

 
𝐶 =

𝑒ℎ + 𝑒𝑘

𝑐ℎ
 

 

(7) 

By expressing the critical value C in terms of h* this becomes: 222 
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 𝐶 = 1 − ℎ∗ 

 

(8) 

Hence, in the case of the abiotic threat, we should seek to increase colonization when dek/dch 223 

< 1 – h* (see Appendix A for full derivation). 224 

2.4.2 Generalist threat cp = f(ch) 225 

The dynamics of a generalist threat will differ from an abiotic threat. A generalist threat is 226 

able to occupy patches not occupied by the susceptible species, meaning that a high level of 227 

threat can be maintained even when occupancy of the susceptible species reduces to low 228 

levels. Rather than directly interact with the local extinction rate of a metapopulation, 229 

changes in the colonization rate of the metapopulation ch will likely affect the colonization 230 

rate of a generalist threat cp. For example, frogs are often distributed in metapopulations 231 

where persistence is governed by local extinction and colonization (Storfer, 2003). Many 232 

species in Australia and Central America are under threat from the pathogen Chytrid fungus 233 

Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis. This pathogen is a generalist because it can spread through 234 

reservoir hosts and be relatively benign, while causing significant declines in other species. 235 

Managers may consider developing habitat corridors between wetlands with the intention to 236 

increase colonization and improve persistence of the declining species. However, increasing 237 

colonization of threatened frog populations might also increase colonization of reservoir 238 

hosts, which in turn, may increase the prevalence of Chytrid fungus. 239 

Thus, in the generalist case the colonization rate of the threat cp might depend on changes in 240 

the colonization rate of the metapopulation ch. Therefore, one might expect a relationship 241 

between the colonization rate of the susceptible species ch and the colonization rate of the 242 

generalist threat cp, so cp is substituted for yp as the colonization dependent threat variable in 243 

Eq. 1 and 2. Once again, to investigate how this threat parameter affects the equilibrium 244 

proportion of patches occupied by the metapopulation h*, we must find the partial derivatives 245 

in Eq. 2. To do this, we describe the change in h* due to a generalist threat as a system of 246 

coupled differential equations: 247 

 𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐ℎℎ(1 − ℎ) − 𝑒ℎℎ − 𝑒𝑘ℎ𝑝 

(9) 

   

 𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐𝑝𝑝(1 − 𝑝) − 𝑒𝑝𝑝 

 

(10) 
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A description of model parameters is shown in Table 1. In Eq. 9, changes in h are due to the 248 

colonization of vacant patches and the extinction of local populations. The extinction rate is 249 

inflated by an amount ek in the fraction hp of patches in which the both threat and susceptible 250 

species reside. The first term in Eq. 10 allows the threat to disperse between all patches of the 251 

metapopulation regardless of which patches are occupied by the susceptible species. This 252 

system is a special case of the ‘ignorant predator’ model developed by Swihart et al. (2001): 253 

the colonization of vacant patches by the threat and the extinction of threat populations does 254 

not depend on the presence of the susceptible species. 255 

We are interested in managing the system when both the metapopulation and threat co-exist. 256 

This equilibrium point is given by: 257 

 
ℎ∗ =

𝑐ℎ𝑐𝑝 − 𝑐𝑝(𝑒ℎ + 𝑒𝑘) + 𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑝

𝑐ℎ𝑐𝑝
 

 

(11) 

 𝑝∗ =
𝑐𝑝 −  𝑒𝑝

𝑐𝑝
 

 

(12) 

The eigenvalues for h* are -cp+ep, and -ch+eh+ek-ekep/cp, which indicates that this equilibrium 258 

point is always real, negative and distinct, since the necessary conditions are cp>ep and ch>eh. 259 

Therefore, h* is always asymptotically stable (see Appendix B for complete stability 260 

analysis).  261 

The partial derivatives are given by: 262 

 𝜕ℎ∗

𝜕𝑐𝑝
= −

𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑝

𝑐ℎ𝑐𝑝
2
 

 

(13) 

 𝜕ℎ∗

𝜕𝑐ℎ
=

𝑐𝑝(𝑒ℎ + 𝑒𝑘) + 𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑝

𝑐ℎ
2𝑐𝑝

 

 

(14) 

If we substitute the partial derivatives h*/cp (Eq. 13) and h*/ch (Eq. 14) into Eq. 2 and 263 

solve for C, we find: 264 

 
𝐶 =  

𝑐𝑝
2(1 − ℎ∗)

𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑝
 

 

(15) 
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Hence, in the case of a generalist threat, we should seek to increase colonization when the 265 

derivative dcp/dch < cp
2
(1-h*)/ek ep (see Appendix A for full derivation). 266 

2.4.3 Specialist threat cp = f(ch) 267 

The difference between the specialist threat and the generalist threat is that instances of the 268 

threat are restricted to where the susceptible species is present. As with cases of a generalist 269 

threat, the colonization rate of a threat cp might change in response to changes in the 270 

colonization rate of the metapopulation ch. For example, the least weasel Mustela nivalis is a 271 

specialist predator of the bank vole Myodes glareolus in central Finland. Habitat 272 

fragmentation is thought to affect the behavior and dispersal ability of both weasel and vole 273 

populations (Haapakoski et al., 2013). To improve persistence of vole populations, managers 274 

might seek to increase the colonization rate of patches. Constructing habitat corridors to 275 

increase the colonization rate of vole populations will likely also influence the colonization 276 

rate of weasel populations, because weasels utilize the same habitat, although not necessarily 277 

at the same rate.  278 

Thus, like the generalist case, we expect a relationship between the colonization rate of a 279 

susceptible metapopulation ch and the colonization rate of a threat cp. We therefore substitute 280 

cp for yp in Eq. 1 and 2. The required partial derivatives are therefore the same as the 281 

generalist case; h*/ch, and h*/cp. To find these partial derivatives, we modeled the 282 

dynamics of a metapopulation subject to a specialist threat according to a system of coupled 283 

differential equations described by Bascompte and Sole (1998): 284 

 𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐ℎℎ(1 − ℎ) − 𝑒ℎℎ − 𝑒𝑘𝑝 

 

(16) 

 𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐𝑝𝑝(ℎ − 𝑝) − 𝑒𝑝𝑝 

 

(17) 

Model parameters are defined in Table 1. The only difference between the specialist (Eq. 16) 285 

and generalist models (Eq. 9) for the susceptible species is in the last term. The term ekp is 286 

used in the specialist model (compared with ekhp in the generalist model) because the 287 

occurrence of a threat is conditional on the focal species. The specialist model for the threat 288 

(Eq. 17) also differs slightly to the generalist model (Eq. 10) because the threat can only 289 

disperse to vacant patches containing the focal species.  290 
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The stable equilibrium when the susceptible species and threat co-exist is given by: 291 

 

ℎ∗ = −

−𝑐ℎ + 𝑒ℎ + 𝑒𝑘 − ((𝑐ℎ − 𝑒ℎ − 𝑒𝑘)2 +
4𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑝

𝑐𝑝
)

0.5

2𝑐ℎ
 

 

(18) 

 
𝑝∗ =

−𝑒𝑝 + 𝑐𝑝ℎ∗

𝑐𝑝
 

 

(19) 

This equilibrium point is asymptotically stable, but can be either a sink or a spiral sink 292 

depending on parameter values (see Appendix B). As for the case of the generalist threat, the 293 

full derivative of the equilibrium h* with respect to the colonization rate is given by the 294 

partial derivatives associated with the colonization rates. Again, we found the critical value C 295 

for the derivative dcp/dch that determines whether it is beneficial or detrimental to increase 296 

metapopulation colonization:   297 

 
𝐶 =

𝑐𝑝(−𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑝 + 𝑐𝑝𝑒ℎℎ∗ + 𝑐𝑝𝑒𝑘ℎ∗)

𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑝
 

 

(20) 

Thus, in the specialist case we should seek to increase colonization when dcp/dch is less than 298 

the value of C in Eq. 20 (see Appendix A for full derivation). 299 

2.5 Defining dependencies between a susceptible metapopulation and threat 300 

To illustrate the sensitivity of decisions regarding whether to increase colonization, we found 301 

h* assuming alternative plausible responses of each threat to the colonization rate ch. We did 302 

not seek to parameterize our models for specific metapopulations; rather our aim was to 303 

illustrate how metapopulation persistence depends on the type and dynamics of a threat 304 

relative to ch. We defined the relationship between the dependent threat variable yp and 305 

metapopulation colonization ch using both a positive and negative power function, given by 306 

yp= ch
x 
and yp = (1 – ch)

x
 respectively. A power function was chosen for simplicity and 307 

flexibility; the shape of this curve can be easily changed by varying the parameter x. When x 308 

is equal to one, the response of a threat is linear; if less than one, the rate of change is greatest 309 

at small values of ch (convex curve); and if greater than one, the rate of change is greatest 310 

when ch is large (concave curve) (Figure 1). Firstly, we found the stationary solutions h* of a 311 

metapopulation for each threat with x = 0.25, 1 and 4. The extinction rate of the susceptible 312 

species eh was set to 0.01, 0.1 and 0.2 to also illustrate the sensitivity of h* to this parameter. 313 
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Secondly, we determined when to increase or decrease ch for each type of threat by applying 314 

our rule using the total derivative of dh*/dch in Eq. 1 and 2 across a parameter space of 315 

0.25<x<4. All analyses were carried out with ep and ek set to 0.2 and 0.3, respectively, using 316 

the freeware R (R Development Core Team, 2014). R scripts are provided in Appendix C. 317 

3.0 Results 318 

Our results demonstrate the sensitivity of the proportion of patches occupied by the 319 

metapopulation h* to alternative responses of abiotic, generalist and specialist threats to 320 

changes in colonization. By conducting a stability analysis, we show that the stable states are 321 

always asymptotically stable, but can either be a sink or spiral sink depending on the type of 322 

threat and value of the model parameters. This means that the system will always return to h* 323 

following small perturbations to the proportion of patches occupied at equilibrium h. 3.1 324 

Positive response of a threat to increased colonization 325 

In the abiotic case, the metapopulation could not persist when the response of the threat-326 

dependent variable was convex or linear in shape (x=0.25, 1) because local extinction was 327 

always equal to or exceeded colonization (Figure 2a,b,c). When the relationship was concave 328 

in shape (x=4), a peak in occupancy occurred, below which it was optimal to increase 329 

colonization, and above which it was optimal to decrease colonization. This peak occurred 330 

because of the relationship between colonization of the focal species and the colonization-331 

dependent threat variable, in this case ek. Increasing colonization at low levels had a small 332 

relative impact on the extinction rate due to the threat (Figure 1). However, increasing 333 

colonization to high levels was detrimental because the effect of the threat on extinction 334 

outweighed the benefits of increased movement of the susceptible species between patches. 335 

Thus, for abiotic threats, managers should seek to modify metapopulation colonization so that 336 

this maximum in the proportion of occupied patches is achieved. 337 

In the generalist case, whether or not to increase colonization depended not only on the 338 

response of the threat-dependent variable to changes in colonization, but also on the 339 

extinction rate of the susceptible species (Figure 2d,e,f). When the response was convex in 340 

shape (x=0.25), it was always optimal to increase colonization regardless of the extinction 341 

rate (Figure 2d,e,f). This is because firstly, colonization of the threat always exceeded 342 

colonization of the susceptible species when metapopulation colonization was low, and 343 

because secondly, there was little change in colonization of the threat when metapopulation 344 

colonization was high. When the response of the threat-dependent variable was concave in 345 
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shape (x=4) the threat could not persist if the colonization rate of the susceptible species was 346 

low. However, in conditions where both were able to co-exist, it was always best to decrease 347 

colonization. If x=1 and both the threat and susceptible species co-exist, a clear minimum in 348 

h* can be seen when eh = 0.01 and 0.1 (Figure d,e). It is best to decrease metapopulation 349 

colonization when ch is below this minimum and increase it when ch is above it. It was always 350 

best to increase colonization when x=1 and eh =0.2 (Figure 2f). Thus, decisions regarding 351 

whether to increase colonization were sensitive to alternative dependencies between the 352 

threat and susceptible species and the extinction rate of the metapopulation.  353 

Whether to increase metapopulation colonization of a species susceptible to a specialist threat 354 

was also sensitive to both model parameters and how the threat responded to changes in 355 

colonization. It was detrimental to increase metapopulation colonization to high levels for all 356 

extinction rates tested when the functional form of the threat-dependent variable cp was 357 

concave in shape (x=4, Figure 2g,h,i). A local minimum in the h* existed when x was set to 1 358 

(Figure g,h,i). Once again, managers should seek to decrease colonization when ch is less than 359 

this minimum and increase colonization when ch is greater than it. It was always best to 360 

increase colonization when x=0.25, except when ch was low (approximately 0.1) and eh was 361 

equal to 0.01 (Figure 2g).  362 

3.2 Negative response of threats to increased colonization 363 

Increasing metapopulation colonization improved occupancy assuming each threat responded 364 

negatively to increased colonization regardless of whether the susceptible species is exposed 365 

to an abiotic, generalist or specialist threat (Figure 3). This finding held across all values 366 

tested in our model and is not surprising: we expect the stable equilibrium of the susceptible 367 

species to increase if the effect of a threat on extinction is reduced. What may be of interest to 368 

managers, however, is the rate at which occupancy increases with metapopulation 369 

colonization. When x=4, small changes in ch (when ch was small) resulted in a large relative 370 

decrease in cp, which in turn, markedly improved the persistence of the susceptible 371 

metapopulation (Figure 3). In contrast, when x=0.25 and when small ch was small, the 372 

equilibrium proportion of patches occupied responded slowly to increased colonization. Thus, 373 

while managers should always seek to increase colonization when the threat responds 374 

negatively to increased colonization, the relative improvement in occupancy will depend on 375 

the relationship between the dependent variable associated with the threat and colonization.  376 

3.3 When to increase or decrease metapopulation colonization 377 
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We applied our rule using the total derivative of dh*/dch (Eq.1) to inform separate 378 

management strategies for metapopulations subject to abiotic, generalist and specialist 379 

threats. We found the optimal management strategy across a range of alternative relationships 380 

between the dependent variable yp and colonization (Figure 4). In all three cases, there are 381 

regions in the parameter space where either the threat or metapopulation cannot persist 382 

because extinction exceeds colonization (shaded grey). For each type of threat, the threshold 383 

between white and black shading indicates when it is best to switch between increasing and 384 

decreasing colonization. For the abiotic threat, there was only a small region in the parameter 385 

space where it was optimal to increase colonization (shaded white), which occurred in this 386 

instance when colonization was between approximately 0.1 and 0.5 (Figure 4a). It was best to 387 

decrease colonization when it was greater than 0.5 (shaded dark black). The threshold 388 

between when to increase and decrease colonization was relatively insensitive to the 389 

dependencies between the extinction rate and colonization, but depended on the value of 390 

model parameters such as the extinction rate eh. For the generalist and specialist cases, 391 

whether to increase colonization was relatively sensitive to alternative dependencies. It 392 

became more desirable to increase colonization as this response became more convex in 393 

shape (Figure 4b,c). There are regions in the parameter space where it was best to decrease 394 

colonization of a species susceptible to a generalist threat, but best to increase colonization if 395 

exposed to a specialist threat. Thus, knowledge of the types of biotic threat acting on a 396 

metapopulation can influence management decisions.  397 

4.0 Discussion 398 

Increasing colonization has been advocated as an effective strategy for managing species 399 

occupying metapopulations, yet few studies consider potential negative interactions with 400 

abiotic and biotic threats (Gog et al., 2002; Harding et al., 2012; Hess, 1996; McCallum and 401 

Dobson, 2002; Park, 2012). When exploring the effect of increased colonization on 402 

metapopulation persistence, previous modeling efforts have assumed that the colonization 403 

rate of a threat changes by the same amount (Hess, 1996), or in constant proportion 404 

(McCallum and Dobson, 2002), to changes in the colonization rate of a susceptible 405 

metapopulation. In this study, we argue that the response of a threat to changes in 406 

colonization may not be straightforward; but instead may take the form of more complex 407 

non-linear relationships. It is well recognized that components of ecological systems may not 408 

change in constant proportion to ecosystem change (Didham et al., 2007). By incorporating a 409 

non-linear response of the colonization-dependent threat parameter, we highlight the 410 
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importance of these complexities to decision-making. Furthermore, we provide rules that 411 

determine when managers should seek to increase metapopulation colonization while 412 

explicitly accounting for such dependencies. The generality of our method means that it can 413 

be applied to a broad range of threats that impact on the extinction rate of a metapopulation, 414 

including predators, disease, pathogens or landscape level processes such as fire, flood and 415 

drought, all of which will be influenced by colonization to different degrees.  416 

We did not seek to parameterize our models for specific metapopulations; rather our aim was 417 

to illustrate the sensitivity of management decisions across a range of alternative 418 

dependencies between threats and metapopulations. Our study demonstrates that the stable 419 

equilibrium of a metapopulation susceptible to threats is sensitive to the response of the 420 

colonization-dependent threat variable. Therefore, decisions regarding whether or not to 421 

increase colonization depend not only on the type of threat acting on a metapopulation but 422 

also on how this variable responds to changes in colonization. This result adds an additional 423 

layer of complexity to decision-making. Whether or not to increase colonization depended 424 

primarily on the rate of change in the dependent variable yp. Generally, it is best to decrease 425 

colonization when the derivative dyp/dch is large and to increase metapopulation colonization 426 

when dyp/dch is small. As an example, if we consider a threatened frog metapopulation 427 

susceptible to Chytrid fungus, we should not increase colonization if the reservoir hosts 428 

carrying the pathogen increase their movement greatly relative to the threatened frog species. 429 

While this result may seem obvious, the relative response of alternative species to increased 430 

colonization is yet to be explicitly modeled in landscape colonization studies. Thus, 431 

ignorance of the way in which a threat might respond to colonization may result in sub-432 

optimal management decisions. 433 

To implement our framework, managers must know what type of threat is acting on a 434 

metapopulation. Generalist and specialist threats could be distinguished by sampling potential 435 

reservoir host species for a disease or pathogen or by studying the dietary requirements of 436 

predators (Elmhagen et al., 2000; McCallum, 2005). Once attained, information is needed on 437 

how the threat responds to changes in metapopulation colonization. For the purpose of 438 

illustration, we defined the response of the colonization-dependent threat variable yp as a 439 

positive and negative power function. However, we could have just as easily chosen 440 

alternative models to describe these relationships, such as a logistic ‘s-shaped’ curve or more 441 

complex functions. In fact, the type of threat might determine to some extent the response of 442 

the dependency. A specialist pathogen or disease will always increase colonization at the 443 
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same rate as the host because they are dependent on one another. The relationship between a 444 

predator and prey, however, may be less clear. For example, a given landscape could be 445 

perceived simultaneously as both connected and disconnected by two species that differ in 446 

biology or dispersal characteristics. It is possible that the colonization rate of a predator might 447 

respond only after colonization of prey exceeds a certain threshold or tipping point. 448 

Alternatively, constructing wildlife corridors to assist dispersal of a prey species might have 449 

little effect on the colonization rate of that species, but have considerable influence on the 450 

colonization rate of the predator.  451 

The response of the colonization-dependent threat variable must be specified to use our 452 

method. Therefore, an important question is: will we ever know how a threat responds to 453 

increased metapopulation colonization? A great deal of progress has been made in developing 454 

quantitative methodology for the study of animal movement, but the relationships between 455 

biotic and abiotic factors and movement of individuals are not well understood (Doak et al., 456 

1992; Rosenberg et al., 1997). While we could not find models that described the response of 457 

threat-specific variables to increased colonization of a metapopulation, a handful of 458 

experimental and modeling studies are beginning to examine dispersal in the presence and 459 

absence or predators. Early evidence from aquatic insects and fish suggest that 460 

metapopulations increase their dispersal rates in the presence of predators (Gilliam and 461 

Fraser, 2001; McCauley and Rowe, 2010). Atobe et al. (2014) investigated the direct and 462 

indirect effects of habitat colonization on populations of invasive bullfrogs Rana catesbeina 463 

and native wrinkled frogs Glandirana rugosa. They found that increased colonization 464 

enhanced negative effects of bullfrogs on wrinkled frogs, and that the relationship between 465 

abundance and colonization was non-linear. Given that we show how sensitive 466 

metapopulation persistence can be to alternative responses of a threat to increased 467 

colonization, future research should be extended to determine how the colonization rate of a 468 

threat and metapopulation change relative to one another when colonization is modified. 469 

Our model has several simplifying assumptions. Firstly, we assumed that a threat and 470 

susceptible species functioned as spatially implicit metapopulations. This meant that the 471 

colonization rate of the metapopulation and threat were independent of the distance between 472 

patches (Jesse et al., 2008; Jesse and Heesterbeek, 2011; Jordan, 2000). Secondly, we 473 

assumed that patches were identical to one another. In reality, spatial heterogeneity within 474 

landscapes will influence which patches are affected by threats (Westphal et al., 2003; 475 

Wilcox et al., 2006). Thirdly, we modeled metapopulation dynamics using a patch occupancy 476 
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model, ignoring within patch dynamics. This meant we ignored imperfect mixing of 477 

individuals within patches and that the movement of individuals between patches occurred at 478 

a much slower rate than movement within patches (Jesse et al., 2008; Jesse and Heesterbeek, 479 

2011; Jordan, 2000; Singh et al., 2004). Fourthly, we assumed that both the threat and 480 

metapopulation maintained a dynamic equilibrium between extinction and colonization. 481 

Finally, we assumed that the susceptible species did not become immune to a 482 

disease/pathogen or learn to avoid predators over time. While these aspects are important 483 

considerations in future work, addressing these limitations would have made our study 484 

context-specific and hence reduced the generality of the results. 485 

Our model was different to previous studies that have examined the impact of increased 486 

colonization on metapopulation persistence because we modeled threat-metapopulation 487 

dynamics as a predator-prey system rather than using SI and SIR models (Gog et al., 2002; 488 

Harding et al., 2012; Hess, 1996; McCallum and Dobson, 2002; Park, 2012). In the model 489 

developed by Hess (1996), the effect of a pathogen on a host depends on the probability of a 490 

susceptible patch being infected. Our model assumes that this probability is one; that is, a 491 

threat will always affect a metapopulation if present in the same patch. While this is a 492 

simplification, our method requires fewer parameters than SIR models, making it easier to 493 

generalize our results into rules of thumb. Secondly, in host-pathogen systems, the equation 494 

describing the dynamics of the infected patches has a term describing the transition of 495 

susceptible to infected patches. Our model was not equivalent because susceptible species 496 

could not become predators. Thus, we did not model the transition of infected states within a 497 

metapopulation, but rather the consequences of infection on extinction directly. The benefit 498 

of our method is that it can be generalized to different types of threats - such as predators, 499 

disease, pathogens or landscape-level abiotic processes - rather than being specific to host-500 

pathogen systems.  501 

5.0 Conclusion 502 

Our study presents a method to optimize colonization in order to maximize the equilibrium 503 

proportion of patches occupied by a metapopulation while accounting for non-linear 504 

dependencies between threats. By analyzing the stationary solutions of a metapopulation, we 505 

demonstrate that ignoring how a threat responds to increased colonization can result in sub-506 

optimal management decisions. Alternative plausible interactions between dependent 507 

variables associated with the threat and colonization can either improve or reduce persistence 508 
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of a susceptible metapopulation, resulting in very different management decisions. Thus, 509 

before managing colonization, managers must understand; 1) if the metapopulation is 510 

susceptible to threats; 2) the type of threat acting on the metapopulation; 3) which variable 511 

associated with the threat might depend on colonization; and 4) the likely response of the 512 

dependent variable to changes in colonization. We show that outcomes of increasing 513 

colonization rely on interactions between metapopulations, biotic threats and landscape level 514 

processes, demonstrating the importance of these interactions for conservation planning 515 

decisions.  516 
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Table 1: List of parameters used in the metapopulation models for a species susceptible to a 

generalist, specialist and abiotic threat. 

Symbol Meaning 

h Proportion of patches occupied by the susceptible metapopulation 

p Proportion of patches occupied by the threat 

ch Colonization rate of the susceptible metapopulation 

cp Colonization rate of the biotic threat 

eh Extinction rate of the susceptible species in the absence of a threat 

ek Extinction rate of the susceptible species due to the threat 

ep Extinction rate of the biotic threat 
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Figure 1: Alternative responses of the colonization-dependent threat variable yp to 

metapopulation colonization ch, assuming a positive response to increased colonization  

yp = ch
x
 (a) and a negative response to increased colonization yp = (1 – ch)

x
 (b). The dark grey 

(linear), light grey (convex) and black (concave) lines represent the response of yp when x = 

1, 0.25 and 4 respectively. In the abiotic case, the colonization-dependent threat parameter yp 

is the extinction rate of the metapopulation due to the threat ek. In the biotic cases (generalist 

and specialist threats), the colonization-dependent threat parameter yp is the colonization rate 

of the threat cp.     
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Figure 2: Equilibrium proportion of patches occupied by the susceptible species h* (under 

conditions in which the threat can co-exist) as a function of metapopulation colonization ch 

assuming a positive response (yp = ch
x
) in the colonization-dependent threat variable yp to 

increased colonization. The solid dark grey (linear), light grey (convex) and black (concave) 

lines represent h* when both the susceptible species and threat co-exist, assuming x = 1, 0.25 

and 4 respectively. Rows represent different types of threat (abiotic, generalist and specialist); 

columns represent different values for the extinction rate of the metapopulation eh (0.01, 0.1 

and 0.2). The extinction rate of the susceptible species due to each threat ek was set to 0.3. 

The extinction rate of the biotic threat ep (in the case of the generalist and specialist) was held 

constant at 0.2. When both the susceptible species and threat co-exist, managers should seek 

to modify colonization to maximize h* along the solid lines. 
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Figure 3: Equilibrium proportion of patches occupied by the susceptible species h* (under 

conditions in which the threat can co-exist) as a function of metapopulation colonization ch 

assuming a negative response yp = (1 - ch)
x
 in the colonization-dependent threat variable yp to 

increased colonization. The solid dark grey (linear), light grey (convex) and black (concave) 

lines represent h* when both the susceptible species and threat co-exist, assuming x = 1, 0.25 

and 4 respectively. Rows represent different types of threat (abiotic, generalist and specialist); 

columns represent different values for the extinction rate of the metapopulation eh (0.01, 0.1 

and 0.2). The extinction rate of the susceptible species due to each threat ek was set to 0.3. 

The extinction rate of the biotic threat ep (in the case of the generalist and specialist) was held 

constant at 0.2. When both the susceptible species and threat co-exist, managers should seek 

to modify colonization to maximize h*. 
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Figure 4: When to increase (shaded white) and decrease (shaded black) colonization of a 

metapopulation susceptible to an (a) abiotic,(b) generalist and (c) specialist threat assuming a 

positive response (yp = ch
x
) of the colonization-dependent threat variable yp to increased 

colonization. The colonization rate ch is plotted against a range of possible responses (defined 

by x) of the colonization-dependent threat variable. Regions in the parameter space shaded 

grey represent parameter combinations where the metapopulation and threat do not co-exist. 
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